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Session 2020-2021
Month/
Theme

Language
Development

October

Stories:
-Budgie to the Rescue
-Noddy
Rhymes:
-The wheels of the bus
-Row, row, row your boat
-Red light
-Aeroplane
Reading
- ed , eg, en, et and ell words
Sight Words
e.g. with, ask, down, your, game,
write
- Introduction to ‘th’ and ‘th’ words:
e.g. think, this, thank
-Sam The Fat Cat
-Sounds of Akshars: c]l]j]u]d]e]y
-Reading of ‘Do Varn wale shabd’
such as : cl] lc] jl] uj
Writing
Writing of un, up, ut words
Vocabulary words:
helicopter, rescue, rope, lane, street

THEME
Budgie to the Rescue

Cognitive
Development

Social/
Emotional
Development
Numbers
Story:
- Revision of
-Rohan ki sair
numbers from 1- Rhymes:
40
-Chalo sair karenge
-Introduction of Action song:
numbers from
-Touch your knees
41-50
Flora and Fauna
-One more than Discussion on
the given
‘Zenia ’and ‘dolphin’
number
Value: Learning to
Backward
share
Counting (20-1) Life Skill: Keeping
Comparison
toys and books in
-Up and down
their proper place
-Above and
Health and
below
Wellness: Clipping
Shape
nails
-Oval
Celebrations:
Colour
-Gandhi Jayanti
-Brown
Dusshera
Written work
-Handwashing Day
-Numbers 41-50 I speak
Backward
Counting 20-1
Experiments
-Making of
wheels

Aesthetic and
Creative
Development
Craft:
-Free hand
drawing of charkha
- Hot air balloon
-Traffic Light
- Dussehra
Activity:
-Traffic light craft
What do your
parents do when
they see red light
at the traffic
signal?
Observation
Skills
M.I- Spatial

Physical
Development

General
Awareness

Fine Motor
- lacing
-Origami boat
Gross Motor
- Kicking a ball
- Walking on a circular
path
-Traffic light game

Discussion on
Transport:
-Modes of
transport: air, land
and water transport
-Importance of
traffic lights
-Importance of
traffic rules.

-Water Glass
Music
-Touch and Tell
(Textures)

Non-fire cooking:
Corn Delight

November
THEME
The Very Hungry
Caterpillar

Stories:
-The very hungry caterpillar
-The Ginger Bread man
- The magic porridge pot
Activity: Dramatisation
Why did the ginger bread man trust
the fox?
Thinking Skills
M.I.- Linguistic
Rhymes:
-Slice slice
-Way up high in the apple tree
-Pat-a -cake
Reading
-Revision of three-letter words
-Introduction of simple sentences
-Sight words: jump, little, show,
goes, find
.- Introduction to ‘ng’ and ‘ou’ words
e.g. king, house
-Sam The Fat Cat
-Sounds of Akshars

Numbers
-Revision of
numbers from 1
to 50
-One more than
the given
number
-Single digit
addition
-Backward
Counting 20-1
Comparison:
-Before and
after
-Long and short
Shape
-Diamond
Colour
-Turquoise
Written work
-Single digit
addition

Story:
- Angoor khatte hai
Rhymes:
- Aloo bola
-Aaha tamatar
Action Song:
Farmer in the den
Flora and Fauna
Discussion on
‘Rose' and
‘Caterpillar’
Value: Eating
Etiquettes
Life Skill: Learning
to tie laces
Health and
Wellness: Eating
healthy food
Celebrations:
-Diwali
-Guru Nanak’s
Birthday

-Craft:
- Burger
-Children’s day
-Diwali
-Corn

Fine Motor
-Origami ice-cream
-Buttoning
- Play Dough
Gross Motor
-Hopscotch
-Jumping Jack

Discussion on:
-Sources of food:
-Importance of
Healthy Food

p]t]g]Hk]x]?k]r
-Reading of ‘Do Varn wale shabd’
such as uy]dy]py]er
Writing
-Writing of ed , eg, en, et and ell
words–Create Word
-Writing of Akshars: c]l]j]u]d]e]y
-Hindi Workbook: Shabd Gyan
Vocabulary words:
nibble, slice, wobbly, pupae

-Backward
Counting 20-1
Workbook
- New Learning
Composite
Mathematics
Experiments:
-Trumpet Ear
-Fan and roll
-Shake and
Rattle Game

-Children’s Day
- Nutrition Month
I speak
Non-fire cooking:
-Fruit Fun

Stories:
-Papa, please get the moon for me
-The grouchy ladybug
THEME
Rhymes:
Papa, please get the moon -Star light
for me
-Jingle bells
-Rudolf, the red nose reindeer
Reading
-Reading of sentences
-Sight Words
e.g. mother, father, brother, sister,
family
- Introduction to long ‘a’ and ‘i’
words
e.g. cake, bite
-Sam The Fat Cat
-Sounds of Akshars o]i]n]Q+]Fk]V]B
-Reading of ‘Do varn wale shabd’
such as tx]xt]Hkj
Writing
-Simple sentences using ‘this’
-Simple question/answers using

Numbers
Single digit
addition
Number names:
one to five
One more than
the given
number
Backward
Counting 20-1
Comparison
-Day and night
Pairing
Make pairs e.g.
lock and key,
bread and jam
Shape:Star
Colour
-Scarlet
Written work
-Single digit
addition

- Rhymes:
Chandamama
Action song:
This Old Man
Jingle Bells
Flora and Fauna
Discussion on
‘Aster’ and
‘Ladybug’
Value: Save trees,
save Earth
Life Skill: Wearing
socks and shoes on
their own
Health and
Wellness: Keeping
one’s surroundings
clean
Celebrations:
-Christmas
I speak

December

Craft:
-Space
-Moon
-Christmas
- Day and night

Fine Motor
-Origami rocket
-Beading
Gross Motor:
- Walking with a book
balanced on the head
Activity:
-Game: We are the
planets
Why Earth is called the
blue Planet?
Thinking Skills
M.I - Kinesthetic

Conversation on:
-Sun
-Solar system
-Astronauts
-Space suits
-Satellites
- Earth

January
THEME
The Elves and the
Shoemaker

’this’
- Writing of Akshars: p]t]g]Hk]x]?k]r
-Hindi Workbook: Shabd Gyan
Vocabulary words:
crescent, revolve, spin, ladder

-Backward
Counting 20-1
Number
names:one to
five
Workbook
New Learning
Composite
Mathematics
Experiments:
The Effects of
the Sun
Magnet Attracts
-Creating
Shadows

Stories:
-The elves and the shoemaker
-The four friends(Panchatantra)
Rhymes:
-Where is thumbkin
-Call the doctor
-Cobbler-Cobbler
Reading
-Reading of sentences
-Sam the Fat Cat
-Sounds of Akshars

Numbers
-Single digit
subtraction
-Number
names: six to
ten
Comparison
-Fast and slow
Shape:
-Semi circle
Colour
-Light blue
Written work
-Single digit
subtraction
-Number
names: six-ten
Experiment:
-Will it absorb
-Water filtration

:/k]M][k,+”k,;]N]>

-Reading of ‘Do aur teen Varn wale
shabd’ such as :ri]iou]oru]dey
Writing
Writing of simple sentences and
question/answers using ‘this/that’
-Writing of Akshars:o]i]n]Q+]Fk]V]B
-Hindi Workbook: Shabd Gyan
Vocabulary Words:

Non-Fire cooking:
Choco Mania

Story:
Ekta mein bal
Rhymes:
-Dadiji ka chashma
-Dekho ek dakiya
Action song:
When you are
happy
Flora and Fauna
Discussion on
‘Pansy’ and
‘Penguin’
Value: Helping
each other
Life Skill:
Arranging the class
furniture properly.
Health and
Wellness:
Maintaining oral

Craft:
-Chef hat
-Republic Day

Fine Motor:
-Origami envelope
-Clay-dough
-Beading
-Use of scissors
Gross Motor
- Categories, if you
please
-Fire on the mountain
-Jump in a particular
direction

Discussion on :
-Our helpers
-the services
provided by them
-tools and
instruments used
by them.
-their working
places

Activity: Quiz
Which number
should we dial to
call the police?

sew, florist, grocer, mend

process

hygiene
Celebrations:
-Republic Day
- Lohri
I speak
Non-fire cooking:
Bombay Bhel

Thinking Skills
M.I- linguistic /
Interpersonal

